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Who is Cyriel Kortleven?
Imagine a man coming in.
He’s friendly.
Joyful. Expressive.
Very present to what you
want to discuss with him
and happy to be of service.
His enthusiasm is contagious,
his playfulness apparent,
his creativity endless.
At the same time,
he is practical
and to the point.
He knows his stuff.
There’s also something
you can’t quite put
A kind of innocence
that puts you at ease.
An openness that carries
integrity and authenticity.
Take a deep breath,
relax and allow that smile
to emerge on your face ...

For more than 20 years, Cyriel Kortleven has been inspiring
Cyriel Kortleven is an award-winning global keynote speaker for
organisations
like
IKEA,and
NASA
and leadership
Unilever to
approach Change
with
conferences,
client
events
internal
development
meetings.
He is an expert in boosting the creative and entrepreneurial mindsets
of successful professionals
inthe
a changing
environment. Through his
has earned him
nickname
playful and enthusiastic attitude to life, Cyriel has helped clients such
as…. to make their big events and conferences a great success.
With
hisincreasingly
unique approach
to create
open
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informal
In an
complex
world,anwe
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new
simpleatmosphere,
perspectives

to enable us to navigate uncertainty and to turn problems
inspires you to unleash your full potential. With almost 20 years of
hands-on experience in the domain of creativity and innovation, he has

inspiring and fun, with pragmatic tools and tips and lots of energy.
Be ready for practical tips & tools to help you as a leader drive
Cyriel will help your organisation to achieve your most important
strategic
goals
engaging
your employees
tothe
do fear
things
language
and by
a boost
of energy
to transform
of differently;
change into a
reducing natural risk-aversion and stimulating a more entrepreneurial mindset; offering pragmatic tools and language to open essential
conversations on innovation and change. As a keynote speaker, Cyriel
is the living embodiment of engagement, using a lot of interaction and

Cyriel uses interaction and humour to create a context where
leaves his audience with helpful tools and useful language.
people think and feel differently to reignite their appetite for
Cyriel excels in an international context with audiences from all over
the world. No wonder that Cyriel belongs to a select group of 35 people
in the world who are Global Speaking Fellows: An award for speakers
who have spoken across the Globe and demonstrate a high degree of
Don’t
mind
the Change.
Change
your markets.
Mind.
speaking expertise
and
cultural
awareness
in global
Don’t mind the Change. Change your Mind.

“Thanks Cyriel. You gave us incredible insights
on the advantages of looking from different
perspectives & crossing borders. It was very
refreshing. The audience loved it.”

Alfred Chin - Sales Director Southeast Asia @
AIP Corporation

“Cyriel is pro-active, interested, easy to work
with and a pleasant person. Cyriel got the highest score of all speakers with a 4,6/5 followed
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“He spoke to our staff as if he were one of them,
familiar with their workplaces. Cyriel strikes a

my day.”
Michael Nielsen - organisor HRcoreAcademy @
Teneo Meetings

Marcus Gibson - Quality manager @ Fulton Hogan
-

“Cyriel is able to apply enormous amounts of

“Splendid and energizing keynote”

raving about a speaker - in this case they did.”

Sabine Blanchet, Country HR Manager @ Unilever

Luc Houben
- General Manager
Manager @
Benelux
@
Sam
King - Innovation
AGL Energy
Kellogg Company

behaviour, strategy, team-spirit or out-of-the-

“Cyriel is in a league of his own ! His energy,
enthusiasm and passion towards delivering a
interactive, educational and fun keynote presentation are undeniable, leaving a lasting and
memorable impact on attendees.”

Peter Lathouwers - Europe Business Intelligence
Director @ Nike

Daniel Merza - speaker @ Different thinking Events

Click for a video testimonial
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presentation is an experience: he uses stories, props, interactive
years of experience in the domain of change, creativity and
* exercises,20examples,
… combined with a lot of humor to make sure that
his content will be remembered years after he has spoken.

mendations on LinkedIn are proof of my track record from satisfied clients

* You get 20 years of experience in the domain of change, creativity and
* innovation condensed in an engaging presentation. 200 recommendaalready delivered paid speeches in 33 countries on five continents

* You can put Cyriel in front of an international audience because he has
delivered speeches in
.
As a Global Speaking Fellow (an award that only 35 people in the world

* You deserve a speaker who goes the extra mile
culturally diverse environment.

way (even during online sessions) and I combine stories, props, exercises,
examples, … with a lot of humour to make sure that the content will be

* You deserve a speaker who goes the extra mile. I will help you to get
presentation.
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Keynote ‘The Change Mindset’
Survival kit for professionals in change
In times of disruptive change, we need professionals with an
-

Outcomes

Add-on masterclass for Leaders
is available on request

pend their judgement. We need people who explore the world
-

+ New language that will reduce the resistance to change
+ Simple and pragmatic tools to suspend judgement & broaden perspective
+ The whole audience gets access to a digital handout with slides, toolcards with
ideakillers & boosters and the Yes And Act manifesto.

YES
thinking patterns.
AND … explore the world from a different perspective to
generate new ideas.
ACT … on it because the key to real innovation is doing
experiments & fail fast, often & forward.
In this interactive and entertaining presentation, you will get
creative & entrepreneurial and give a big boost to your own

Yes And Act … Now.
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no more boring webinars

33 minutes of inspiration

connect & network

What is ‘No More Boring Webinars’?

What is ‘33 Minutes of Inspiration’?

What is ‘Connect & Network’?

•
in this crisis?
• Could your employees use a short motivational boost?
•
pragmatic tools?

leagues in an online world in an informal and fun way? What
are the methods to make sure that our members can mingle
the impact of networking during digital conferences?

Next to the interactive methods, we will also spend a bit
meetings and how you can prepare yourself even better to

-

33-minute inspirational sessions are a unique combination
of 3 things:
• Inspiring content by a top, global speaker
• Small group discussions
•

How does it work?

while striking a good balance between a serious business
allows team-members or participants to revive connections with each other while exploring some work-related
elements and giving them the opportunity to ventilate

Target groups: teams working in an organisation; members

We choose a certain time on any weekday, and in the next
Timing: between 30 minutes - 2 hours (can be added or
integrated with an online meeting or conference)
Number participants:

a combination of the slides with a short, clear description
slides + extra inspirational materials (articles, links, and so

more info connect & network
more info no more boring webinars
more info 33 minutes of inspiration

-

-

- Founder @Charlotte Loves

Diana Urbina - HR Business Partner @Oryx Energies

- Communications and Marketing
manager @ Rombit
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less is beautiful
Discover how ‘less’
can succeed in
business

-

crossing borders
What can your
organisation learn
from other industries &
other surprising
resources?

timespiration
A different look
at time

your skills to broaden your perspective and give you tips and tools to use out-of-the-ordinary resources to

Cyriel
on stage
Click the image to watch the video

Cyriel’s mission
Showreel 1’40”

TEDxAntwerp

Recognition in the speaking world
Cyriel also belongs to a select group of 35 people in the world who may call themselves Global Speaking Fellow - an award for
speakers who have spoken across the Globe and demonstrates high degree of speaking expertise and culturally awareness in
global markets.

Author of 5 business books
His latest creation is a bookazine - mix between
book and magazine - ‘the Change Mindset’ and it
gets a lot of positive feedback from readers all over
the world.

Cyriel Kortleven represented in numbers
1 global speaker

44 years on this planet
46

spoke in 28
33 countries on 5 continents

author 5 business books

1 mission: ‘Don’t mind the change.
Change your Mind.’
200 obstacles conquered at the
longest obstacle run in the world
loves 1 beautiful wife
20 years of experience

100 days/year working abroad
200
250 recommendations on Linkedin
35 people in the world received the
Global Speaking Award & I’m one of them

